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γ rays 

e+e-  
pair 

EBL 
photon 

EBL photons extinguish 
extragalactic gamma rays. 

γebl + γγ-ray → e- + e+  

Knowledge of the absorption effects 
due to EBL is necessary to infer the 
intrinsic spectra of extragalactic 
gamma-ray sources. 

Gamma rays we see are attenuated by: 
 Fobs = Fint exp[- τγγ(E, z)]. 

γ-ray source 

We want to constrain the EBL models 
[ τγγ(E,z) ] based on γ-ray observations 
of blazars. 

EBL absorption 



EBL pair cascade 
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Non-zero Intergalactic Magnetic Field 

source 
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EBL 
photon 
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CMB photon 

GeV γ-rays 

GeV γ-rays delayed due to slower e+e- speed 

GeV γ-rays delayed due to slower e+e- speed and greater distance traveled 
Delays can be of the order 106 years! 

GeV γ-ray 

e+e- 
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Intergalactic Magnetic Field 
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e+ or e-  
 Magnetic field strength:  B 

Coherence Length:  LB 

If λC < LB:  Cascade is independent of LB. 
If λC > LB:  e+/- is “scattered” by IGMF.  The smaller LB, the 
more scatterings, and the greater the chance of scattering 
back into the line of sight, and thus the greater the 
cascade. 



Constraining the IGMF 
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We wish to use gamma-ray observations of TeV blazars to constrain the IGMF.  
The technique is outlined in Georganopoulos, Finke, & Reyes (2010), ApJ, 714, 
L157 as applied to the EBL. 
 
 
 
 
 
We have built a new technique around Monte Carlo error analysis. 
 
 
The technique requires making some assumptions about the gamma-ray 
source. 



Assumption #1 

EBL photon 
EBL 
photon 

TeV γ-rays 

UHECRs; 
Protons & 
nuclei  
E> 1018 eV 

π0 
π+/- 

e+/- 
CMB 
photon 
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blazar 

γ rays 

e+e-  
pair 

EBL 
photon 

We assume 
this is the 
case . .  . 

 . . . and this 
is not the 
case. 

Essey & Kusekno 
(2010), Astroparticle 
Ph., 33, 81 

The gamma 
rays originate at 
the source. 

blazar 



Assumption #2 
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The gamma-ray spectrum will not be concave upwards. 

E 

F 

E 

F 

We assume the 
γ-ray spectrum 
has this 
shape . . . 

 . . . and not 
this shape. 



Assumptions #3 and #4 
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Assumption #3:  variability is small compared to flux 
error bars 
 
 
 
 
Assumption #4:  Photons do not avoid EBL attenuation 
through axion conversion or some other means  



Constrain IGMF 
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1ES 1101-232 We want to use 
TeV and LAT 
observations of 
blazars to 
constrain the 
IGMF. 
 
HESS spectrum 
from Aharonian et 
al. (2007), A&A, 
470, 475 
 
LAT spectrum 
made by Luis, 
integrated over 
August 2008 to 
February 2012 
using P7V6.   
TS~90.   

PRELIMINARY 



Method to Constrain IGMF 
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Step 1: 
 
Choose model to test: 
 
•  Intergalactic magnetic field 
strength 

•  Intergalactic magnetic field 
coherence length 
 
•  EBL model 



Method to Constrain IGMF 
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Step 2:  draw a LAT spectrum 
(flux and spectral index) and TeV 
spectrum from measured values 
and errors. 

For each monte carlo iteration . . .  

PRELIMINARY 



Method to Constrain IGMF 
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Step 3:  deabsorb drawn TeV 
points with the EBL model to be 
tested 

For each monte carlo iteration . . .  

PRELIMINARY 



Method to Constrain IGMF 
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Step 4:  calculate cascade 
emission 

For each monte carlo iteration . . .  

If the minumum 
calculated 
cascade flux is 
greater than the 
drawn LAT flux, 
the model is 
rejected for this 
iteration. 

PRELIMINARY 

Cascade 
calculation from 
Dermer et al. 
(2011), ApJ, 
733, L21 



Method to Constrain IGMF 
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Step 5:  Extrapolate LAT 
spectrum to TeV range 

For each monte carlo iteration . . .  

If any of the 
deabsorbed TeV 
points are above 
the extrapolated 
LAT spectrum, 
the model is 
rejected for this 
iteration 
UNLESS 
maximum 
cascade flux 
makes up a 
significant 
fraction of the 
LAT flux (> 1%). 

PRELIMINARY 



Method to Constrain IGMF 
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Step 6:  Repeat, ad nauseam. Build up 
a large statistical sample. 

Probability of rejecting model =  
Number of times model is rejected 

Number of Monte Carlo trials 

Step 7:  Calculate probability of rejecting model 



Results 
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1ES 0229+200 

Used Finke et al. (2010) EBL model. 
Most conservative results:   
Low cascade:  tblazar = 3 years, Emax = maximum observed photon 
High cascade:  tblazar = 1/H0, Emax = 100 TeV 
 

Rules out by 
deabsorbed TeV 
spectrum being 
too large 

Rules out by 
cascade emission 
being too large 



Results 
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1ES 0414+009 

Used Finke et al. (2010) EBL model. 
Most conservative results:   
Low cascade:  tblazar = 3 years, Emax = maximum observed photon 
High cascade:  tblazar = 1/H0, Emax = 100 TeV 
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Results 
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1ES 1101-232 

Used Finke et al. (2010) EBL model. 
Most conservative results:   
Low cascade:  tblazar = 3 years, Emax = maximum observed photon 
High cascade:  tblazar = 1/H0, Emax = 100 TeV 
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Summary 
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•  We have created a monte carlo technique for constraining the IGMF 
•  We have applied this to several non-variable sources seen with Fermi 

and TeV telescopes to constrain the EBL. 
•  At every step we have chosen parameters to be the most conservative 

possible. 

•  We have ruled out large areas of parameter space, including high magnetic 
fields which have not been previously ruled out at high significance, assuming 
our assumptions are correct 

•  If one of our assumptions is not correct, it would imply something 
interesting for blazar physics or fundamental physics 

 
•  The cascade component makes a significant (>1%) portion of the γ rays in the 
LAT bandpass for the objects tested. 

•  Corollary:  Plasma beam instabilities do not “short circuit” the cascade 
(Broderick et al. 2012, ApJ, 752, 22) 

•  IGMF parameters are in the range where one might expect extended halos to 
be detected around certain TeV blazars by Fermi (Neronov & Semikov 2009) 



Backup 




